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BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY: 
Hexachlorophene(Hexachlorofen) is a potent KCNQ1/KCNE1 potassium channel activator with EC50 of 4.61 ± 1.29 μM; also is an

inhibitor of Wnt/beta–catenin signaling.

IC50 value: 4.61 ± 1.29 μM(EC50) [1]

Target: KCNQ1 activator

in vitro: HCP potently increases the current amplitude of KCNQ1/KCNE1 expressed by stabilizing the channel in an open state with an

EC(50) of 4.61 ± 1.29 μM. Further studies in cardiomyocytes showed that HCP significantly shortens the action potential duration at 1

μM. In addition, HCP is capable of rescuing the loss of function of the LQTs mutants caused by either impaired activation gating or

phosphatidylinositol–4,5–bisphosphate (PIP2) binding affinity [1]. Hexachlorophene antagonized CRT that was stimulated by

Wnt3a–conditioned medium by promoting the degradation of beta–catenin. hexachlorophene represses the expression of cyclin D1

[2]. Triclosan and hexachlorophene inhibited both ecFabI and saFabI. hexachlorophene prevented the formation of a stable

FabI–NAD(P)(+)–drug ternary complex [3].

PROTOCOL (Extracted from published papers and Only for reference) 
Cell assay [1] CHO cells stably expressing the rat KCNQ2 were routinely cultured in DMEM/F12 medium, supplemented with 10% FBS

and 500 μg/mL G418. The FluxOR thallium assay protocol was the manufacturer’s protocol. CHO–KCNQ2 cells were seeded in wells of

96–well plates at ~10,000 cells/well and grown until 80–90% confluence at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator. The medium was removed the

following day and 80 μL of FluxOR loading buffer was added to each well for 90 min at room temperature (RT) in darkness. After

removing the loading buffer, 100 μL/well of assay buffer and 20 μL/well of 7X control/test compound were added to cells at RT in

darkness. Compounds to be tested were prepared using assay buffer; controls were assay buffer (EC0), EC50 of Retigabine and EC100

of ztz240. After 30 min, cell plates were loaded on FDSS. After 10 seconds of recording, 20 μL/well of stimulus buffer was added. The

plates were read every second for 110 s. The stimulus buffer contained 1.30 mM K2SO4 and 9.80 mM Tl2SO4. To identify compounds

with potentiation activity on KCNQ channels, a thallium flux assay was developed and used to screen a MicrosourceTM library of 1,280

compounds at 10 μM final concentration. In the pilot screening, HCP exhibited strong potentiation on the fluorescence signal of

KCNQ2.
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Product Name: Hexachlorophene

Cat. No.: HY-12637

CAS No.: 70-30-4

Molecular Formula: C13H6Cl6O2

Molecular Weight: 406.90

Target: Potassium Channel; Wnt

Pathway: Membrane Transporter/Ion Channel; Stem Cell/Wnt

Solubility: 10 mM in DMSO
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Caution: Product has not been fully validated for medical applications. For research use only.
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